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Abstract: In this study, we investigated the effect of sintering temperature on densification, grain size,
conductivity and dielectric properties of Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 ceramics, prepared by
hydrothermal method. Pellets were sintered at different temperatures. Density increased with sintering
temperature, reaching up to 96% at 800 ć. A grain growth was observed with increasing sintering
temperature. Impedance spectroscopy analyses of the sintered samples at various temperatures were
performed. Increase in dielectric constant and in Curie temperature with sintering was discussed.
Electrical conductivity and activation energy were calculated and attributed to the microstructural
factors.
Keywords: ceramics; sintering; light scattering; dielectric properties

1 Introduction
Dielectric and ferroelectric ceramic materials are
mature and ubiquitous materials for advanced
technology. These ceramics are active elements in a
range of dielectric devices and performing functions
such as sensing and actuation. Recently, ferroelectric
material of strontium bismuth niobate SrBi2Nb2O9
(SBN) and its solid solutions have attracted much
attention for potential applications in the field of
nonvolatile random access memory (NVRAM) due to
their excellent fatigue endurance and low switching
voltage. The performance of these materials is closely
related to their microstructures and, for this reason, to
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the ways they have been processed. Preparation
condition, especially sintering temperature is an
important factor in the fabrication process of ceramic
bodies, which can significantly affect the mechanical
and electrical properties of materials [1,2]. For
improvement of these properties, parameters affected
by sintering such as density, porosity, grain size and
their distribution must be controlled [3,4]. In fact,
sintering, as one of the most important processes for
the production of ceramic materials, usually goes
through a sequence of essential phenomena such as
neck formation, pore, shrinkage, and grain growth.
It results in a solid compact with a suitable
microstructure. During the sintering of a powder
compact, both densi¿cation and grain growth occur
simultaneously [5]. It is necessary to control the total
densi¿cation process of the material as well as the pore
presence and to avoid grain growth, which require a
full understanding of the material constitutive laws
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governing the sintering process.
There are numerous reports on the synthesis of
bismuth niobate and its solid solutions by processes
such as solid-state reaction [6–8], aqueous solution
method [9,10], organic precursor decomposition
[11,12], co-precipitation [13–15], sol–gel [16,17], and
combustion synthesis [18] which often results in high
agglomeration of powders. For these several chemical
synthesis routes, a high sintering temperature is usually
necessary for the densification of ceramics [19]. It
often causes a variation in the stoichiometry ceramics
and in the production of a liquid phase, caused by
volatilization of Na2O, Bi2O3, etc.
Density can be improved through the use of
sintering aids [20]. In fact, further studies on sintering
behavior reveal that adding excess amounts of Bi2O3 in
the processing of many compounds could facilitate the
densification process [21]. Increasing the amount of
Bi2O3 addition and sintering temperature enhancs the
development of the preferred orientation and
coarsening of grains [21]. In a recent work for BaTiO3
compound, the addition of small amounts of Li2O to
various ceramics has been reported to lower the
sintering temperature by various mechanisms [22]. In
another recent work, an addition of H3BO3 effectively
lowers the sintering temperature of Li2ZnTi3O8
ceramics from 1075 ć to 880 ć [23]. Many reports
reviewed the hot pressing and the spark plasma
(sintering) [24–26] for densification of ceramics;
however, these methods are unsuitable for stress and
impurity-free ceramics. One of the main challenges is
the difficulty of producing dense ceramics using
ordinary firing methods. A solid state double sintering
method is employed in many works involving two-step
firing [27–29]. The first step, at relatively low
temperature, is to promote the chemical reactions
among the constituent compounds so as to form a
single phase layered perovskite. The second step, firing
at high temperature, is to achieve high densification. In
order to use moderate sintering temperatures and attain
low porosity, recently, a first study on microwave
sintered SrBi2Ta2O9 ceramic was reported [30].
Hydrothermal synthesis of ceramic powders has
gained considerable popularity. This process
progresses in a closed system at a high autogenous
pressure and leads to high-quality powders, with
well-controlled morphology and narrow particle size
distribution [31]. The hydrothermal synthesis is
sometimes called “soft chemical processing solution”
because of the mild reacting conditions under which
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the products are achieved, leading to controlled
particle size and morphology. These characteristics
decrease the sintering temperatures and, consequently,
low-price products can be obtained [32]. It is thus
regarded as a promising way to prepare bismuth
niobate powders with a low sintering temperature,
which is beneficial to obtain easily controlled-size
grains, adjust the compound stoichiometry and reduce
the volatilization of alkaline elements [33]. A novel
hydrothermal apparatus with ball milling system is
developed by Hotta et al. to produce nanosized BaTiO3
powders with low-temperature sintering capability
[34].
Therefore, there is a considerable interest in the
search of new dielectric materials with low sintering
temperature [35,36]. Our recent work stated a
particular point concerning the sintering temperature
for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 pellets at 800 ć [37].
Powders synthesized by hydrothermal method are
lowly sinterable. This temperature appears to be
sufficient to perform a good densification despite the
fact that samples are usually sintered at temperature
higher than 1000 ć [35,38].
The main objective of this work is to develop the
effect of sintering temperature on densification,
shrinkage and grain size. These parameters have
pronounced influence on the device properties of
materials. Density of Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
pellets at different sintering temperatures is determined.
The morphology of different sintered powders is
discussed. Their electrical conductivity and activation
energy are characterized and compared. The variation
of Curie temperature and dielectric constant in function
of sintering temperatures for all compositions is
evaluated.

2 Experiment
The Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 powders with different
x values (x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0) were
synthesized by the hydrothermal process. The
preparation was detailed in our recent report [37].
Pellets were prepared by pressing the powder
samples at 10 tons. The thickness and the diameter
were about 1.6 mm and 13 mm, respectively. These
disks were sintered at different temperatures in a
programmable furnace (Vulcan, Model 3-550) and the
heating rate was 5 ć/min.
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The pellet densities were measured before sintering
(called green density Ug ) and after sintering (called
sintered density Us ), in water using the Archimedes
principle as follows:
Ma
Ug/s
(1)
(M b  M W ) u UW
where M a is the mass of the sample in air; M b is
the mass of the sample in air after submerged from
water; M W is the mass of the sample in water; U W
is the density of water; and Ug/s is the green or the
sintered density.
The theoretical density ( Ut ) was calculated from the
diffraction patterns applying the formula:
n u MS
Cell mass
(g/cm3 )
Ut
(2)
Cell volume N u a u b u c
where n is the number of atoms per unit cell; M S is
the molecular weight of the compound; N is the
Avogadro number; and a , b and c are the lattice
parameters of orthorhombic sample refined by the least
square method from the powder data.
The density percentage ( Us (%) ) after sintering was
carried out using the following formula:
§U ·
Us (%) ¨ s ¸ u 100
(3)
© Ut ¹
A densification factor (DF) for all sintered pellets
can be related with sintered density, green density and
theoretical density, with the following expression:
Us  U g
(4)
DF
U t  Ug
It is worthwhile giving thought on the changes that
occur in a ceramic body during sintering. The
shrinkage measurements were determined for all
samples by the diameter and thickness reduction. The
percentages of the diameter and thickness reduction
were calculated using these two equations:

§ d  df ·
Diameter shrinkage= ¨ 0
¸ u 100%
© d0 ¹

(5)

§h h ·
Thickness shrinkage= ¨ 0 f ¸ u 100%
(6)
© h0 ¹
where d0 is the diameter before sintering; df is the
diameter after sintering; h0 is the height before
sintering; and hf is the height after sintering.
In order to estimate average grain size, a suspension
of the obtained product was measured by a dynamic
light scattering (DLS) technique, calculated by the

Stocks–Einstein relation [39]:
kB u T
Gi
3ʌ u Ks u D

(7)

where D is the diffusion coefficient; kB is the
Boltzmann constant; T is the absolute temperature;
K s is the viscosity coefficient of solvent; and Gi is
the mean grain size.
Measurements were carried out at 90° over a
temperature range of 10–50 ć using a variable angle
light scattering instrument equipped with an Excel
3000 argon ion laser (1200 mW at 514.5 nm) as the
source and a Brookhaven Digital BI 2030AT correlator.
The dielectric constant and the Curie temperature
were deducted for the sintered ceramic pellets, using
an HP 4192A impedance gain phase analyzer. The
electrical conductivities of the samples were measured.
The activation energies were calculated using
traditional Arrhenius equation:
V (V 0 / T )exp[ Ea / (kB u T )]
(8)
where Ea is the activation energy for conduction; T
is the absolute temperature; kB is the Boltzmann
constant; and V 0 is the pre-exponential factor.

3
3. 1

Results and discussion
Densification and microstructure

3. 1. 1 Densification
In order to improve the properties of ceramics for
either structural or functional applications, reducing
the grain size and limiting the formation of defects are
important. During the sintering period, a considerable
microstructural development takes place. Garcia et al.
[40] reported a detailed study for the relation between
the microstructure and densification of ceramics and
the control of the process responsible for the rates of
densification and grain growth, by controlling the
time/temperature conditions employed during sintering
of the compact powders.
Firstly, theoretical densities were calculated for all
solid solutions by means of their lattice parameters
(detected in our previous study) [37]. It is noted that
these densities increase from 7.251 g/cm3 for SBN to
7.375 g/cm3, 7.502 g/cm3, 7.608 g/cm3 and 7.678 g/cm3
for x = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0, respectively.
All samples with different dopings were pressed into
pellets and sintered for 2 h at different temperatures
from 700 ć to 900 ć. Green and sintered density
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values were performed by the Archimedes method.
Evolution of sintered density percentage for different
compositions as function of sintering temperature is
plotted in Fig. 1. It could be observed that the sintering
curves of all solid solutions are similar; their densities
increase initially with increasing sintering temperature
until 800 ć reaching their maximum values and
remain constant up to 820 ć, then decrease slightly
for all solid solutions. Thus, the sintering of
Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 ceramics is completed at the
low temperature of 800 ć. It is well known that the
process of sintering has three stages [41–43]: the initial,
the intermediate, and the final one. In the initial stage,
the green body has a low density and is generally
lacking in physical integrity. There is a small degree of
adhesion between adjacent particles. Then, the necks
begin to form at the contact points. The final stage of
sintering begins when most of the pores are closed.
However, beyond 820 ć, a decrease on the density
occurs on the pellets for all compositions. This
phenomenon might be associated with the loss of
bismuth oxide during the sintering stage. In other
words, for SBN and its solid solutions, the increase of
the sintering temperature is not favorable due to
possible Bi loss; the melting point of Bi2O3 is about
825 ć [44] which significantly changes the density of
the final ceramic. Looking away, the more the sintering
temperature increases, the more the density decreases.
The deviation from the stoichiometry is possible
because of the vapor pressure of elements like Na+.
Na2O loss starts to appear only above 850 ć and at a
much higher rate at higher temperatures (> 1000 ć)
[45]. For x = 1.0 at 840 ć, a variation of density at

different sintering durations for 2 h, 3 h, 4 h and 5 h is
plotted in Fig. 2. The increase of the sintering duration
induces a decrease in density, which confirms the
increase in loss of bismuth. As a result, sintering above
800 ć corresponds to saturation density value; all
compositions are fully densified by sintering at this
temperature. Thus, the hydrothermal synthesis is
promising to obtain a high density at low sintering
temperature. Therefore, sintered samples prepared
from SBN powders, produced by hydrothermal
synthesis, show a higher density than that prepared
from solid-state synthesis [7]. In recent data [46], it has
been found that co-precipitated La0.8Ca0.2Cr0.9Al0.1O3
powders achieve a relative density of 92% after
sintering at 1400 ćfor 5 h in air. This relative density
is lower than that obtained by the hydrothermally
derived fine La0.8Ca0.2Cr0.9Al0.1O3 powders (97%). It is
obvious that generally densification is affected by the
used method of preparation of the starting powders.
This implies that hydrothermal method offers the
potential of enhanced densification and decreased
sintering temperature [46,47]. Furthermore, porosity of
the crude pellet resulting from hydrothermal powder is
much smaller than that attained by pressing larger
grains (from other synthesis methods).
From Fig. 1, it can be also observed that sintered
materials show densities significantly dependent on the
composition. The saturated density values at 800 ćfor
x = 0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0 are 6.933 g/cm3,
7.057 g/cm3, 7.181 g/cm3, 7.295 g/cm3 and 7.371 g/cm3,
respectively, which are equivalent to 95.62%, 95.7%,
95.73%, 95.89% and 96% of the theoretical density.
x=1.0

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0
Sintering time (h)

Fig. 1 Sintered density percentage as function of
sintering temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
solid solutions.

Fig. 2 Sintered density percentage as function of
sintering duration at 840 ć for Na0.5Bi2.5Nb2O9
ceramic.
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x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

T (ഒ)

Fig. 4 Thickness shrinkage percentage as function of
sintering temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
solid solutions.

(%)

One can consider that the variation from 95.62% to
96% is not significant being into the error interval. In
fact, three series of measurements confirm the obtained
values. It appears that the addition of Na0.5Bi0.5
improves the densification process, and there is higher
value of about 96% of the theoretical value for x = 1
than the un-doped SBN. The introduction of Na0.5Bi0.5
is thus beneficial to the densification of pellets. The
addition of Na0.5Bi0.5 into the system suggests that this
doping can suppress the occurrence of defects [37].
Figure 3 presents the densification factor (DF) as
function of sintering temperature for all solid solutions.
Two comments are revealed: the first is that DF
increases with Na0.5Bi0.5 increasing; the second is DF
increases with increasing temperature until 800 ć,
where it remains constant then decreases for sintering
temperatures higher than 820 ćfor all solid solutions.
A positive DF indicates shrinkage. The shrinkage
during sintering is a result of densification mechanisms,
and during cooling it is a result of thermal contraction.
Yahya et al. [48] proved that shrinkage is the
phenomenon of sintering. The shrinkage is thus only
dependent on thermal dilatation. It is determined by the
diameter and thickness reduction. Figure 4 shows the
thickness shrinkage percentage of the pellets as
function of sintering temperature. An increasing
progress from 4.14% to 5.2% as the sintering
temperature is increased from 700 ć to 800 ć for
SBN , 4.58% to 5.48%, 4.61% to 5.55%, 4.64% to
5.58% and 4.73% to 5.64% for x = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0,
respectively. The diameter shrinkage percentage is
plotted in Fig. 5. As shown, at the same range of
temperature, it increases from 5.28% to 5.72% for
SBN, 5.44% to 5.93%, 5.49% to 6.22%, 5.73% to

(%)
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T (ഒ)

Fig. 5 Diameter shrinkage percentage as function of
sintering temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
solid solutions.

6.29%, 5.83% to 6.54% for x = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0,
respectively. That means the higher the temperature
and the Na0.5Bi0.5 content are, the denser the products
are; in fact, as the mass is supported to be constant,
shrinkage is observed when the pellet volume
decreases. This is obviously due to the pore collapse.
The increased shrinkage of Na0.5Bi2.5Nb2O9 sample at
800 ć implies that both the Na0.5Bi0.5 dopant and the
increase in sintering temperature promote the
densification.
3. 1. 2

Fig. 3 Densification factor as function of sintering
temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid
solutions.

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

Grain size measurements

The grain sizes of Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid
solutions, determined from DLS measurements before
sintering are 13 nm for SBN, 25 nm, 34 nm, 48 nm and
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65 nm for x = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0, respectively .
Mean grain sizes after sintering for all compounds as
function of sintering temperature are plotted in Fig. 6.
Two main observations can be inferred from this graph.
First, the grain size increases with increasing Na0.5Bi0.5.
This anisotropic behavior of grain growth was noted in
our recent work for the sintering temperature equal to
800 ć [37]. This grain growth behavior is general
whatever the sintering temperature is. This result
suggests that Na0.5Bi0.5 dopant speeds up the grain
growth [37]. It is due to a flux effect resulting from the
introduced Na+ and Bi3+. These cations are well known
for their flux behavior. It is also possible to involve the
effect of solute drag on the grain boundaries [49]. Thus,
migration of cation impurities to the grain boundaries
contributes to lower the melting point of these
boundaries. In this case Sr2+ (r = 1.44 Å) is replaced by
Na+ (r > 1.44 Å) and Bi3+ (r < 1.44 Å) [50], so the rate
of diffusion to grain boundaries of Sr2+ is lower than
that of Bi3+ and faster than that of Na+. So, Bi3+ will
diffuse better to grain boundaries than Sr2+. As Bi3+ is a
flux, it enhances grain growth.
Second, the grain size for all compositions increases
when sintering temperature increases up to 800 ć.
Grain growth is a temperature dependent phenomenon.
While the rate of the ion diffusion to the grain
boundaries increases, the sintering temperature
increases. The important driving forces for the
mechanism in general are: excess free energy in a grain
boundary which makes the grain to minimize its local
surface area, and the volume free energy difference
between the neighboring grains on either side of a
grain boundary [51]. Shirsath et al. [52] correlated the
increasing particle size with increasing sintering

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

(ഒ)

Fig. 6 Mean grain size as function of sintering
temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid
solutions.

temperature to the coalescence that increases as
sintering temperature increases. According to the
phenomenological kinetic grain growth equation, the
increase in sintering temperature increases the grain
size [53]. This behavior of grain growth is in accord
with the shrinkage increase, to explain that, shrinkage
necessarily involves movement of the grain boundaries,
and this movement must be in such a direction that the
total area of boundaries decreases, so the shrinkage must
thus be accompanied by grain growth [54]. In addition,
the growth grain obeys the Arrhenius law [55]:
Gs G0 exp[ A / ( R u T )]
(9)
where G0 is the grain size before sintering; Gs is
the grain size after sintering; A is the activation
energy of grain growth; R denotes the ideal gas
constant; and T is the sintering temperature.
This Arrhenius model describes the interplay
between densification and grain size; accordingly, with
increasing sintering temperature at the same holding
time, crystal boundaries migrate more quickly. Thus,
the microstructure is denser and the average grain size
increases with the increase of sintering temperature.
The logarithms of average grain versus reciprocal of
sintering temperature are plotted in Fig. 7 by linear
fitting for all solid solutions. Therefore, the effective
activation energies of grain growth can be obtained by
calculating the slope of ln(Gs / G0 ) versus 1000/T
and the results are 135.64 kJ/mol, 122.46 kJ/mol,
99.78 kJ/mol, 93.25 kJ/mol and 63.21 kJ/mol for x =
0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0, respectively. Compared to
SBN, Na0.5Bi0.5 doping indeed reduces the activation
energy as shown in Fig. 8. The more Sr is replaced by
Na0.5Bi0.5, the lower the activation energy is and the
easier the reaction of densification is. According to the
sintering theory [56], the activation energy of sintering
should be consistent with that of the diffusion of
the rate-limiting species of sintering. In sintering
polycrystalline ceramics, it is common that both grain
boundary and lattice diffusion of the rate-limiting
species can simultaneously contribute to densi¿cation
[57]. In other words, generally the kinetics is limited
either by the rate of chemical reaction or by the rate of
diffusion phenomenon. In the former case, activation
energy is very high. In our case, only the diffusion
phenomenon is involved, which would explain why
obtained activation energies for the grain growth of all
solid solutions are relatively low (between 135 kJ/mol
and 63 kJ/mol). The densification takes place through a
faster diffusion process and results in an early lower
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temperature sintering (800 ć). This attitude is similar
to that observed by Jardiel et al. [58], who indicated
that activation energies of sintered Bi4Ti3O12 prepared

by coprecipitation method are lower than those
energies calculated for compositions prepared by the
solid state synthesis.

ln (Gs/G0)

x=0.0

A=135.64 kJ/mol

1000/T (K1)

(a)
x=0.5

ln (Gs/G0)

ln (Gs/G0)

x=0.2

A=122.46 kJ/mol

A=99.78 kJ/mol

1000/T (K1)

1000/T (K1)

(b)

(c)

A=93.25 kJ/mol

x=1.0

ln (Gs/G0)

ln (Gs/G0)

x=0.8

1000/T (K1)

A=63.21 kJ/mol

1000/T (K1)

(e)
(d)
Fig. 7 Logarithm of average grain versus reciprocal of sintering temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
solid solutions.
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A (kJ/mol)

temperature is increased [60–62]. The raise in
dielectric constant may be attributed to the mobile
charge carriers related to oxygen vacancies [63]. In
addition, agglomerations of powders become a
resistant for ions to polarize between grains and grain
boundaries [64]. According to our recent study, the
dielectric constant of these compounds is only due to
ionic polarization [37]. Theoretically, permittivity is
related to ion polarizabilities by the Clausius–Mosotti
equation [65]. It is believed that polarization of ions in
grains may increase with grain necking growth.
x
On the other hand, the H r values increase with
Fig. 8 Activation energy of grain growth as
increasing the Na0.5Bi0.5 content. Maximum dielectric
function of composition.
constant value of 384 is found for Na0.5Bi2.5Nb2O9 in
ceramic sintered at 800 ć. This behavior was
After 820 ć, the sintering behavior begins to explained in our recent work [37].
deteriorate due to exaggerated Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
An
increase
in
Curie
temperature
for
grain growth [59].
Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 ceramics with the increase
of sintering temperature is observed (Fig. 10). Su et al.
3. 2 Impedance spectroscopy
[66] determined that the behavior of Curie temperature
Figure 9 shows the sintering temperature dependence
can be related to microstructure, lattice defect, porosity,
on dielectric constant ( H r ) at 1 kHz frequency for
grain size, etc. Generally, the free energy of the
Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 ceramics. As can be seen,
ferroelectric phase increases and Curie temperature
the permittivity is affected signi¿cantly by sintering
decreases with the increase of internal stress which can
temperature and compositions. For each value of x, H r
be relieved by pores [67]. Therefore, the ceramics with
increases up to 800 ć.
a lower density should have a higher TC than the
On one hand, the relationships between H r values
dense samples. In the dense ceramics with small
and sintering temperatures exhibit the similar trend as
amounts of pores, internal stress is mainly relieved by
that between sintered densities and sintering
grain-boundary sliding [67]. In our case, the increase
temperatures. This attitude can be explained by the
in Curie temperature with sintering suggests that the
increase in density and in grain size as the sintering
effect of internal stress relief by grain-boundary sliding

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

Tc

Hr

x=0.0
x=0.2
x=0.5
x=0.8
x=1.0

(ഒ)

Fig. 9 Dielectric constant as function of sintering
temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid
solutions.

(ഒ)

Fig. 10 Curie temperature as function of sintering
temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid
solutions.
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of the structure of SBN has revealed the existence of
the vacancy; in order to compensate for the vacancy
charge defects of opposite sign, oxygen vacancies are
created to maintain the charge neutrality on the whole
[72].
Electrical conductivities versus temperature at
different sintering temperatures between 700 ć and
800 ć, for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 are plotted in

is more than the reduction of internal stress by pores.
Mishra et al. [68] observed the similar behavior in
BZT–BCT ceramics. The Curie temperature of the
samples may be strongly affected by the grain
size [69–71].
3. 3

Electrical studies

1

ı ((ȍ·cm) )

Firstly, it is worth knowing that a closer examination
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Fig. 11
Electrical conductivity as function of temperature at different sintering temperatures for
Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 solid solutions.
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Fig. 11. The nature of curves shows that the
conductivity increases with temperature. This suggests
the presence of negative temperature coefficient of
resistance (NTCR), a characteristic of dielectrics [73].
Activation energies ( Ea ) for conductivity are

calculated from the Arrhenius relation for thermally
activated conduction which is given as activated
conduction (Eq. (8)). The linear fit is applied for the
conductivity data using the least square fitting
technique. It can be seen from Fig. 12 that for all
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Fig. 12 Arrhenius plots of electrical conductivities as function of temperature for Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9
solid solutions.
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samples the value of ln(V T ) increases almost
linearly with increasing temperature up to a certain
temperature at which a change of slope has occurred.
This temperature corresponds to Curie point. It is
observed that the transition temperatures are very close
to those in impedance measurements. Such change in
the slope is also due to the change of conduction
mechanism from grain boundary to intragrain with the
increase of temperature. There are two predominant
conduction mechanisms. At low temperature region
(ferroelectric phase), the conduction is dominant by
extrinsic conduction, whereas the conduction at the
high temperature (paraelectric phase) is dominated by
the intrinsic conduction [74–76]. The activation energy
is assumed to be the energy necessary to create and
move vacancies [77,78]. At low temperatures, when
the extrinsic conduction is predominant, the nominal
activation energy equals diffusion activation energy
( Ed ). However, at high temperatures when intrinsic
conduction predominates, the nominal activation is the
sum of diffusion activation energy ( Ed ), and the
formation energy of charge carrier ( Ef ) [10]:
Ea Ed  Ef
(10)
The effect of sintering temperature in electrical
conductivity can be also explained on the basis of
microstructural changes, mainly coming from the
enhancement of the densi¿cation [79].
It is also worth noting that, the activation energy of
pure SBN of an earlier report by conventional sintered
method [74,80] is higher than the current reported
ceramic sintered at 800 ć after hydrothermal method.

4 Conclusions
The hydrothermal route has an interesting advantage
for the synthesis of Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 (x = 0.0,
0.2, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0) powders consisting in low
sintering temperature. An optimum lower sintering
temperature equal to 800 ć is sufficient enough to
give suitable properties. The effects of sintering at
different temperatures on density, grain size and
dielectric properties, for all solid solutions are studied.
The results indicate that the values of sintered density,
shrinkage and grain size are all in agreement. With the
increase in sintering temperature, the density and the
grain size increase. The activation energy for grain
growth is determined. Values of H r increase with
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the increase of sintering temperature. The Curie
temperature is progressively higher with increasing
grain size. The electrical data indicate that the
conductivity with different sintering is essentially due
to the oxygen vacancies. The low sintering temperature
of Sr1x(Na0.5Bi0.5)xBi2Nb2O9 ceramics seems to be
attractive for industrial purpose. It will allow their
application to multilayer devices and will play an
important role in the fabrication process to meet the
requirement of miniaturization and integration.
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